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ADAPTER 1/4"-50 CE/KG CENTROTEC
    Main areas of use * Adapter for holding sockets with 1/4" in the Centrotec chuck Adapted
for * for all Festool cordless drills with FastFix interface * with CENTROTEC interface * for
plug-in bits * with ball lock for manual operation, in self-servic ...  

      CODE   495131
  PRICE   € 17,78

   

ADAPTER 3/8"-70 CE/KG CENTROTEC
    Main areas of use * Adapter for holding sockets with 3/8" in the Centrotec chuck Adapted
for * for all Festool cordless drills with FastFix interface * with CENTROTEC interface * for
plug-in bits * with ball lock for manual operation, in self-servic ...  

      CODE   495133
  PRICE   € 28,27

   

ADAPTER AD SDS-PLUS/FASTFIX FOR TOOL CHUCK
    Main areas of use * SDS-plus adapter for CENTROTEC tool chuck * SDS Plus holder
Adapted for * for BHC 18, RHP 18, CHP 26 * for holding a CENTROTEC tool chuck, in self-
service display pack  

      CODE   769068
  PRICE   € 15,63

   

ADAPTER AD-D10/M14
    for Festool stirrers: to mount in a drill chuck for sanding disc with M14 thread: for
mounting in drilling and boring machines for polishing pad Ø 80: for use in cordless drills, in
self-service display pack  

      CODE   483944
  PRICE   € 17,05
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ADAPTER TI-FX
    Adapted for * for TI 15 IMPACT * FastFix adapter with integrated switch-off function for
impact when using the FastFix inserts, in self-service display pack  

      CODE   498233
  PRICE   € 43,79

   

ANGLE ATTACHMENT AN-XS
    Screwdriving easily around corners. Strengths and benefits: Simple assembly. FastFix
support with 1/4" bit holder for a short construction length. Maximum flexibility due to
compatibility with the WH-CE CENTROTEC tool chuck and the BF-FX 10 key ...  

      CODE   205710
  PRICE   € 65,24

   

HOOK DRIVER HD D 18 CE
    Main areas of use * Allows screw hooks to be easily inserted Adapted for * for all Festool
cordless drills with FastFix interface * with CENTROTEC interface, in self-service display
pack  

      CODE   492526
  PRICE   € 10,02

   

MAGAZINE ATTACHMENT AF 55-DWC
    Main areas of use * For working with all common longitudinal belt screws of 25 -55 mm
Adapted for * for DWC, DWP * for taped screws, 25-55 mm Items included: bit PH2, long, in
carton  

      CODE   769146
  PRICE   € 138,03
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